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Grant

Develop a statewide metadata aggregation service for Texas digital 

collections

Collaboration with TSLAC, HPL and existing hub at UNT

TDL is uniquely positioned to provide a home for statewide metadata 

aggregation

Inclusion in DPLA would benefit institutions all across the state whose 

collections are not part of the Portal to Texas History



Metadata hubs survey

Phone interviews with six metadata hubs 

Technology stacks: REPOX, custom Rails applications, Heidrun, others

Diverse metadata sources and technology stacks, but large reliance on 

ContentDM and DSpace

Most solutions depend on command line and lack GUI

Cross-functional teams to handle all steps of the process



Supplejack

Developed at Digital Library of New Zealand

Open source developer community

Scalable to millions of records and hundreds of collections

Technology stack

Ruby on Rails applications for the API, Harvest Manager and Worker

MongoDB to store metadata

Solr search index

Scheduled metadata harvesting Ruby libraries for cron jobs 

Parallel metadata harvesting using multiple Ruby servers



Collection parsers

Four institutions

Collections in ContentDM 

and DSpace

OAI-PMH endpoints

Compound objects



Parser script editor

Version control

Metadata mapping

XSLT paths

Namespaces

Conditional logic and 

functions in Ruby



Harvest results preview

Results in real time

Raw data and metadata 

mapping

API Record preview

Usefulness depends on 

structure of feed results



Successes...

Development and production Supplejack environments in AWS

Custom metadata API

Metadata harvesting of eight collections in ContentDM and DSpace

Environment setup and maintenance issues

Handling metadata enrichments asynchronously from harvests

Export and review of harvest results

and Challenges



Roadmap ahead

Manage the scheduling process for metadata harvests

Separate server for dynamic image thumbnail generation

OAI-PMH endpoint for re-harvesting of metadata

Expand on collections in the pilot to include others that meet minimum 

criteria (e.g. OAI-PMH endpoint, metadata standards, etc.)

Develop workflow and add staff to support regular metadata harvesting



Thank you 


